Understanding the complexity of working under time pressure in oncology nursing: A grounded theory study.
The international nursing shortage has implications for the quality and safety of patient care. Various studies report that nurses do not have time to complete all necessary nursing care tasks, potentially resulting in nurse-perceived time pressure. Providing good care in the current nursing environment often poses a real ethical challenge for nurses. How nurses experience caring for cancer patients under time pressure and how they deal with the limited time available in achieving an ethical nursing practice remains unclear. To report qualitative research grounded in oncology nurses' experiences with time pressure, its perceived impact on nursing care and the ways in which they deal with it. A qualitative study design with a grounded theory approach was conducted to explore and explain oncology nurses' experiences with time pressure and its underlying dynamics. Purposive and theoretical sampling led to the inclusion of 14 nurses with diverse characteristics from five inpatient oncology nursing wards in one academic hospital. Individual, semi-structured, in-depth interviews were conducted over a six-month period in 2015 and 2016. Data collection and analysis occurred simultaneously. The interview data was analysed using the Qualitative Analysis Guide of Leuven and NVivo software. The conceptualised phenomenon of time pressure, grounded in empirical data, illuminated its complexity and helped us to explicate and describe what nurses felt when working under time pressure. The interviewed nurses described time pressure as a shared yet nuanced reality. We uncovered that nurses dealt with time pressure in varied ways, with a broad range of proactive and 'ad hoc' strategies. According to our interviewees, time pressure was a significant barrier in providing good nursing care. They illustrated how time pressure particularly affected the interactional aspects of care, which most nurses considered as essential in an oncology setting. Underlying personal, cultural and context-related factors seemed to play a key role in nurses' individual experiences with time pressure. Time pressure is a widely recognised and experienced phenomenon among nurses which has substantial negative implications for the quality and safety of patient care. Our findings reinforce the need to establish better support for nurses and to reduce the circumstances in which nurses are ethically challenged to provide good care due to time pressure. Based on our findings, we recommend investing more in the nursing culture and nurses' personal development, in addition to optimising nurse staffing levels.